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"Merry Masquerade in Savannah" is Book 8 in the Made in Savannah Cozy Mysteries Series BONUS: RECIPE INCLUDED! Carlita,
Mercedes, and Tony are gearing up to celebrate their first Thanksgiving at their new home in historic Savannah, Georgia. Along with the
excitement of the upcoming holiday season, there's a lingering sadness because part of their family won't be there to celebrate. When
Carlita's friend, Victoria "Tori" Montgomery, invites the Garlucci family to her "Merry Masquerade" party at Montgomery Hall, Carlita is thrilled
to have something to take her mind off the approaching holiday. Despite a recent theft and an assault on her butler, Tori moves forward with
her party plans, a grand affair and a gathering of Savannah's elite. The Merry Masquerade turns out to be everything it was billed to be and
more, when one of Tori's employee is found murdered inside the pool house. Is the murder linked to the recent break-in and the butler's
attack at Montgomery Hall? Could the killer be living under Tori's roof? Or was it a masked party guest trying to make it look like an inside
job? Join the Garlucci women as they help one of Savannah's most prominent residents track down a killer!
A concise introduction to the emerging field of data science, explaining its evolution, relation to machine learning, current uses, data
infrastructure issues, and ethical challenges. The goal of data science is to improve decision making through the analysis of data. Today data
science determines the ads we see online, the books and movies that are recommended to us online, which emails are filtered into our spam
folders, and even how much we pay for health insurance. This volume in the MIT Press Essential Knowledge series offers a concise
introduction to the emerging field of data science, explaining its evolution, current uses, data infrastructure issues, and ethical challenges. It
has never been easier for organizations to gather, store, and process data. Use of data science is driven by the rise of big data and social
media, the development of high-performance computing, and the emergence of such powerful methods for data analysis and modeling as
deep learning. Data science encompasses a set of principles, problem definitions, algorithms, and processes for extracting non-obvious and
useful patterns from large datasets. It is closely related to the fields of data mining and machine learning, but broader in scope. This book
offers a brief history of the field, introduces fundamental data concepts, and describes the stages in a data science project. It considers data
infrastructure and the challenges posed by integrating data from multiple sources, introduces the basics of machine learning, and discusses
how to link machine learning expertise with real-world problems. The book also reviews ethical and legal issues, developments in data
regulation, and computational approaches to preserving privacy. Finally, it considers the future impact of data science and offers principles for
success in data science projects.
"Missing in Savannah" is Book 6 in the Made in Savannah Cozy Mysteries Series BONUS: RECIPE INCLUDED! When Carlita Garlucci's
annoying tenant, Elvira Cobb, turns up missing, Carlita and her daughter spring into action and begin looking for clues to her whereabouts.
They soon discover a mysterious message on Elvira's answering machine. The message is from a man with possible NY mob ties. They fear
that Elvira has put all of their lives in jeopardy after the mysterious man is found floating face down in the Savannah River. Carlita's fear turns
to bone-chilling horror when she realizes the man's killer isn't after Elvira...he's after her! Armed with more clues and help from a friend,
Carlita and Mercedes head out to nearby Tybee Island to continue their search at a historic fort with a rumored pirates' past. Will the Garlucci
women find their missing tenant before the killer strikes again or will their "former family" and secret past, finally be the death of all of them?
Great teams are built and maintained with great intention, though they can make it look deceptively easy. Too many teams engage in
dysfunctional behaviors or fall into territorialism, apathy, and unproductive relationships. The result? An overwhelmed, unengaged, and
stressed-out workforce that settles for average or poor performance. Here, four authors with a combined century of management experience
show readers how every team can be extraordinary. The authors introduce their field-tested Loyalist Team 3D assessment that allows
anyone to get to the heart of why teams break down, identify the weaknesses in their own team, and build a Loyalist Team. This kind of team
has members who ensure each other's success as they work to ensure their own, operate with absolute candor, and value loyalty and
authenticity to deliver results, create a healthy work environment, and help companies succeed. The Loyalist Team is a must-read for anyone
who wants their team to achieve extraordinary results.
A “raw and fascinating” novel based on the author’s experiences as a New York City paramedic during the crack epidemic—”Burke is a poet
of trauma” (Publishers Weekly, starred review). Black Flies is the story of paramedic Ollie Cross and his first year on the job in mid-’90s
Harlem. It is a ground’s eye view of life on the streets: the shootouts, the bad cops, the hopeless patients, the dark humor in bizarre
circumstances, and one medic’s struggle to maintain his desire to help despite his growing callousness. It is the story of lives that hang in the
balance, and of a single job with a misdiagnosed newborn that sends Cross and his partner into a life-changing struggle between good and
evil. “Although Black Flies is a novel, it contains more reflections of lived experience than some memoirs. . . . Reading this arresting,
confrontational book is like reading Dispatches, Michael Herr’s indelible account of his years as a reporter in Vietnam.” —The New York
Times Book Review
Senoia is a quiet little town . . . until a man drives into town with a classic car to sell but never drives outA Cozy Mystery from #1 Best Selling
author Susan Harper Felicity went to college to become an investigative journalist but returned home to become a party planner instead.
When she gets her first big break, a murder turns the event into one that she will never forget. After the police arrest her friend, who she
knows is innocent, she is forced find the killer herself. If she doesn
When you're Dracula, people just assume you're the killer. A paranormal cozy mystery from #1 Best Selling Author Susan Harper Monica
Montoya and her sister Mona are heading to a party at Dracula's spooky mansion. When a guest turns up dead with incriminating bite marks,
Uncle Drac is dragged away to jail? Sure that their uncle is innocent, the girls must sort through a supernatural cast of suspects. Can they
sort through the magic and find the guilty party? The Guilty Party is part of the Back Room Bookstore Cozy Mystery series. If you like fun
paranormal mysteries, you will love Monica and her friends, both human and supernatural. Get The Guilty Party and start solving your next
supernatural mystery today! Always FREE on Kindle Unlimited

As a little girl climbs off a school bus on the Upper East Side of New York, a man named Trent rushes from the shadows to stab
her viciously, instantly becoming the city's latest pariah and setting into motion an increasingly bizarre chain of occurrences. At one
end of the chain is Sybylla Muldoon, the Legal Aid attorney who must somehow overcome eyewitness accounts, devastating
forensic evidence, and the brutal disfigurement of an innocent child in her struggle to defend Trent; at the other is the mystery of
why a previously peaceful and rational man should suddenly commit such an abhorrent crime. Sybylla's client may be inescapably
guilty of the act, but everything about the case feels unaccountably wrong. Raised to argue both sides of anything by her father, a
conservative judge whom she adores even as she rejects his politics, Sybylla is committed to the principles of public defense but
growing increasingly weary in its practice. Now as she readies Trent's case for trial, Sybylla makes a series of seemingly unrelated
discoveries that bind together a thriving trial consulting firm dealing exclusively with conservative prosecuting attorneys, a pattern
of unnoticed abductions among New York's homeless, a long-abandoned avenue of medical research, and Sam, Sybylla's new
colleague at Legal Aid whom she falls for but can't quite trust. In the end, Trent's mystery leads her to the very summit of the
American legal system—the confirmation hearings of a Supreme Court nominee—and to the heart of her own family history, until
Sybylla must reconsider virtually everything she believes she knows about her own life. With its captivating protagonist and its
timely consideration of juries, trial consultants, and that elusive notion, justice, A Jury of Her Peers is a chilling novel about the
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law—and those who seek to corrupt it.
“A full-on delight: funny, gripping, warm-hearted, and beautifully written—it made me cheer. Read it!” —Madeline Miller, awardwinning author of Circe "Tender and fierce, witty and wise, this is a tale of the route we take when we grow up and into the love we
deserve." —Judy Blundell, National Book Award-winning author of What I Saw and How I Lied "There's magic in this novel's quirky,
sweet world. I want to live in its gardens and cheer Lucy on while she finds her heart’s loves!" —Kristin Cashore, New York Times
bestselling author of Graceling “A delightfully offbeat mystery that is also about the mystery of becoming yourself.” —Rebecca
Stead, New York Times bestselling author In this witty and whimsical story by award-winning author Margo Rabb, a sixteen-yearold girl is suspended from boarding school and sent to New York City, where she must take care of an unconventional woman
entangled in a mystery. Lucy Clark has had it. After being bullied one too many times, Lucy retaliates. But when the fallout is far
worse than she meant it to be, she gets sent to Manhattan to serve as a full-time companion to the eccentric Edith Fox. Edith is
glamorous and mysterious—nothing like Lucy expected. Though Edith’s world of hidden gardens and afternoon teas is beguiling,
there’s one other thing about her that makes her unlike anyone Lucy has ever met...she thinks someone is trying to kill her. And
it’s up to Lucy to find out who it is.
Put on your walking shoes and hit the road! In fact, hit the sidewalks, paths, and byways as you discover Atlanta on foot. Authors
and walkers Ren and Helen Davis have divided the metropolitan area and surrounding counties into a variety of walks that reveal
the history, architecture, and great beauty this city has to offer. These self-guided tours of Atlanta are suitable for the whole family:
walkers, runners, and bicyclists. Both urban and suburban walks of varying lengths and difficulty Background, historical markers,
notable sites and buildings Special features and area events Trail distance, terrain, and nearby parking and MARTA access
Approximately 45 maps Atlanta’s moderate climate, gentle terrain, and fascinating history and architecture provide the perfect
setting for delightful walks.
Winnie the Witch is an accident waiting to happen! So join her, if you dare, with her long-suffering cat Wilbur in eight exciting
escapades. Whether they're scoring goals, selling knickers, catching bats, or eating turkey-tonsil titbits, giggles are guaranteed in
these superb stories, each one packed with pictures by Korky Paul.
From New York Times bestselling author Angie Fox Sometimes Verity Long would like to forget that she lives with the ghost of a
1920s gangster. But the reluctant housemates must once again work together when a dead detective blackmails Frankie into
helping him solve a Great Gatsby-era cold case. Before she can say “bathtub gin,” Verity is dragged straight into a raging,
otherworldly house party. Worse, every guest is hiding something. Meanwhile, Ellis Wydell, Verity’s living, breathing boyfriend
needs Verity’s help with a police case of his own. After a dead body is discovered near the pecan orchard, Verity gives her
insights, thinking her job is done. But when mysterious pecan pies start arriving at her house, she wonders who might be thanking
her…or stalking her. Between hard-living ghosts and sugar-laden desserts, Verity has her work cut out for her. But will she uncover
the secrets behind the pecan pies and dead guys? Or has she stumbled upon a recipe for disaster? What Reviewers are saying… 5
Stars! “I could not put this down.” 5 Stars! “The setting was in a fabulous mansion with glamorous characters, the story was
complex, and as usual Verity and Frankie were up to their ears in suspects.” 5 Stars! “I had such a difficult time holding back the
tears. It hit me to the core and felt like I was sitting there witnessing it all myself instead of reading about it. I went back and re-read
the ending over and over!” 5 Stars! “One of the best series I've ever read.” Rating: Clean and Wholesome Paranormal Cozy
Mystery Romance (with a cute pet skunk!)
"Swag in Savannah" is Book 4 in the Made in Savannah Cozy Mysteries Series BONUS: RECIPE INCLUDED! Carlita Garlucci is
thrilled that her son, Tony, has arrived in Savannah to help with the opening of their new pawnshop, "Savannah Swag." While
giving her son a tour of the property, they stumble upon a hidden trap door that leads to an undiscovered basement with a tunnel.
Curious to find out where the tunnel leads, Tony breaks through the wall and discovers underground passageways rumored to
have been used by pirates to smuggle their stolen goods into the historic city. While exploring the tunnel, the Garluccis find
skeletal remains with ties to a darker secret that has been hidden behind the tunnel walls for decades. The gruesome discovery
causes Carlita to wonder what other secrets her property holds. Despite her insistence they reseal the tunnel, Carlita's children
convince her to leave it open long enough for them to explore the passageways as they attempt to solve a decades old mystery.
They quickly discover that the secrets hidden underground are tied not only to the previous owners of her property, but also
implicate Carlita's deceased husband, Vinnie. Will Carlita and her children be able to clear Vinnie's name, or will their snooping
around incriminate him even more?
Three Cozy Mysteries from #1 Bestselling author Susan Harper Felicity turned her back on her investigative journalism degree to
start a business as a party planner. After solving a few mysteries, she has become a celebrity sleuth. Follow along as she solves
three more mysteries, including one that will threaten to shatter her very existence. This collection of cozy mysteries includes
books four through six in the Senoia Cozy Mystery series. If you like cozy mysteries with interesting characters and unexpected
turns, the Senoia Cozy Mystery series is for you. Buy the Senoia Cozy Mystery Boxed Set and start solving your next mystery (or
three) today! Included Books Each book in the series is a stand-alone story, but your enjoyment of each story will be increased if
you read them all. Be sure to check them all out. Horse Drawn Homicide – Felicity’s party planning business is booming. When
someone close to her is killed, she literally gets dragged into the middle of another murder mystery. But after a second murder,
things get too real. Can Felicity solve the mystery before she becomes the third victim? Framed by Friends – Felicity has become
Senoia’s premier party planner and amateur sleuth. When the past and present collide, Felicity’s friends, old and new, become
embroiled in a murder mystery. At a party she organized, no less. Felicity must put aside old friendships and hurt feelings and
catch a killer before one of her friends gets away with murder. Victims of His Vengeance – Felicity has become a celebrated
amateur sleuth in addition to being Senoia’s premier party planner. When the criminals she has put behind bars start dying, she
must again solve a perplexing case. Can she catch another killer or will she be the final victim?
"The Family Affair" is Book 9 in the Made in Savannah Cozy Mysteries Series BONUS: RECIPE INCLUDED! Carlita Garlucci is
anxiously awaiting the arrival of her oldest son, Vinnie, who claims he has a big surprise. She secretly hopes that her son has
decided to leave the "family" and move to Savannah to join her and two of her other children. Those dreams are dashed when
Vinnie finally arrives and reveals his shocking surprise. Soon, Carlita has more than she bargained for when the head of the New
York mob shows up on her doorstep. Carlita is still trying to come to grips with Vinnie's big news when someone close to her is
accused of murder. Despite her attempts to stay out of the investigation, Carlita and her children are dragged right into the middle
of it. Can the Garlucci family unravel the clues in time to help solve the mystery and get back to their peaceful life in Savannah or
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will their past be their undoing?
A sequel to Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice set two years after the novel ends, MISS BENNET continues the story, only this
time with bookish middle-sister Mary as its unlikely heroine. Mary is growing tired of her role as dutiful middle sister in the face of
her siblings’ romantic escapades. When the family gathers for Christmas at Pemberley, an unexpected guest sparks Mary’s
hopes for independence, an intellectual match, and possibly even love.
"Key to Savannah" is Book 1 in the Made in Savannah Cozy Mysteries Series BONUS: RECIPE INCLUDED! Months after the
untimely death of mafia made man "Vinnie Garlucci," his devoted wife, Carlita, discovers a mysterious key in one of his pockets
while sorting through his belongings. With help from her daughter, Mercedes, she sets off to find out what the mysterious key
belongs to and soon discovers she has inherited property in historic Savannah, Georgia. Carlita views the property as a sign and
remembers Vinnie's dying words to her to get their family out of the mafia. Against the wishes of her three sons, mother and
daughter embark on a road trip to explore the property. While they're gone, someone breaks into their home and vandalizes it.
This is the second time it has happened since Vinnie's death and Carlita is convinced that it's somehow tied to the mafia. Carlita
and Mercedes are looking forward to leaving their old life behind with a fresh start in beautiful Savannah. They quickly realize you
can run but you can't hide from the past.
Hoping to start his life over after his prison release, ladies' man Seven finds himself tempted by the fast money of the drug trade
when his day job fails to provide his desired lifestyle, a circumstance for which he teams up with a fellow ex-con for a high-stakes
operation. Original. 60,000 first printing.
Psychiatry today is a barren tundra, writes medical historian Edward Shorter, where drugs that don't work are used to treat
diseases that don't exist. In this provocative volume, Shorter illuminates this dismal landscape, in a revealing account of why
psychiatry is "losing ground" in the struggle to treat depression.Naturally, the book looks at such culprits as the pharmaceutical
industry, which is not inclined to market drugs once the patent expires, leading to the endless introduction of new--but not
necessarily better--drugs. But the heart of the book focuses on an unexpected villain: the FDA, the very agency charged with
ensuring drug safety and effectiveness. Shorter describes how the FDA permits companies to test new products only against
placebo. If you can beat sugar pills, you get your drug licensed, whether or not it is actually better than (or even as good as)
current medications, thus sweeping from the shelves drugs that may be superior but have lost patent protection. The book also
examines the FDA's early power struggles against the drug industry, an influence-grab that had little to do with science, and which
left barbiturates, opiates, and amphetamines all underprescribed, despite the fact that under careful supervision they are better at
treating depression, with fewer side effects, than the newer drugs in the Prozac family. Shorter also castigates academia, showing
how two forms of depression, melancholia and nonmelancholia--"as different from each other as chalk and cheese"--became
squeezed into one dubious classification, major depression, which was essentially a political artifact born of academic infighting.An
astonishing and troubling look at modern psychiatry, Losing Ground is a book that is sure to spark controversy for years to come.
A thrilling new case for London’s most talented psychic detection agency – from the global bestselling author of the Bartimaeus
Sequence. In London, a mysterious and potentially deadly ghost is stalking the halls of St Simeon’s Academy for Talented
Youngsters. It lurks in the shadows, spreading fear and icy cold – and it carries a sharp and very solid dagger . . . The headmaster
wastes no time in enlisting the help of ghost-hunters Anthony Lockwood, Lucy Carlyle and George Cubbins. Can Lockwood & Co.
survive the night and save the day?
This book is dedicated to Aristid Lindenmayer on the occasion of his 60th birthday on November 17, 1985. Contributions range
from mathematics and theoretical computer science to biology. Aristid Lindenmayer introduced language-theoretic models for
developmental biology in 1968. Since then the models have been cus tomarily referred to as L systems. Lindenmayer's invention
turned out to be one of the most beautiful examples of interdisciplinary science: work in one area (developmental biology) induces
most fruitful ideas in other areas (theory of formal languages and automata, and formal power series). As evident from the articles
and references in this book, the in terest in L systems is continuously growing. For newcomers the first contact with L systems
usually happens via the most basic class of L systems, namely, DOL systems. Here "0" stands for zero context between
developing cells. It has been a major typographical problem that printers are unable to distinguish between 0 (zero) and 0 (oh).
Thus, DOL was almost always printed with "oh" rather than "zero", and also pronounced that way. However, this misunderstanding
turned out to be very fortunate. The wrong spelling "DOL" of "DOL" could be read in the suggestive way: DO L Indeed, hundreds of
researchers have followed this suggestion. Some of them appear as contributors to this book. Of the many who could not
contribute, we in particular regret the absence of A. Ehrenfeucht, G. Herman and H.A. Maurer whose influence in the theory of L
systems has been most significant.

Three Cozy Mysteries from #1 Bestselling author Susan Harper Felicity has become Senoia’s premier party planner and
super sleuth. After the death of her fiancé, she has thrown herself into work and that means sleuthing. Follow Felicity as
she recovers from tragedy, finds a new love, and puts criminals behind bars. This collection of cozy mysteries includes
books seven through nine in the Senoia Cozy Mystery series. If you like cozy mysteries with interesting characters and
unexpected turns, the Senoia Cozy Mystery series is for you. Buy the Senoia Cozy Mystery Boxed Set and start solving
your next mystery (or three) today! Included Books Each book in the series is a stand-alone story, but your enjoyment of
each story will be increased if you read them all. Be sure to check them all out. Undercover with the Undead – Felicity
has landed her dream job of throwing a zombie themed party for the stars of her favorite television show. When a dead
body shows up, for real, she gets thrown into a celebrity-infused murder mystery. Can she find the real killer and free the
innocent zombies? Homicide at the Hospital – Felicity is preparing for the long-awaited wedding of two friends. When the
groom-to-be is fired and his boss winds up dead, their happily ever after is very much in jeopardy. Can Felicity and the
gang clear her friend or is there going to be a jailhouse wedding? Murder Mystery Party – Trying to run two businesses is
turning out to be harder than it looked for Felicity. A murder mystery party seems to be the perfect way to have fun with
her two passions. When the murder mystery turns real, she's faced with a case that will put her to the test. Can she
separate fact from fiction and catch the killer?
Winnie's sisters have given her a flying carpet but Winnie is struggling to find something nice to say about it in her thankyou letter as the carpet has been more than a little wayward. Winnie decides to give the carpet one last chance but then
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disaster strikes. The carpet swoops off with poor Wilbur as its unwilling passenger. Winnie tries to catch it but the carpet
is too fast for her and it heads straight for a funfair where it subjects Wilbur to a string of crazy rides. Winnie has to resort
to magic to stop the carpet in its tracks and rescue her beloved moggy. Then she takes Wilbur home and, ever the
resourceful witch, she has an idea for a wonderful way to enjoy the carpet in the safety of her own garden.
Three Cozy Mysteries from #1 Bestselling author Susan Harper Felicity has established herself as a first class party
planner and super sleuth. Faced with three more nefarious crimes, she just might be reaching the end of her sleuthing
days. Can she put three more criminals behind bars and move on with her life or will this truly be the final mystery she
ever solves? This collection of cozy mysteries includes the last three books in the Senoia Cozy Mystery series. If you like
cozy mysteries with interesting characters and unexpected turns, the Senoia Cozy Mystery series is for you. Buy the
Senoia Cozy Mystery Boxed Set and start solving your next mystery (or three) today! Included Books Each book in the
series is a stand-alone story, but your enjoyment of each story will be increased if you read them all. Be sure to check
them all out. Vacations and Victims – Felicity and the crew have graduated to preventing murders. After foiling an attempt
on the senator’s life, Felicity takes some time off to enjoy a vacation with her sister. Unfortunately, she soon learns that
when you’re a super sleuth, you always seem to be in the right place—or wrong?!?—when dead bodies turn up. Will a
killer spoil her vacation by getting away or will Felicity put another criminal behind bars? A Death Downtown – Felicity has
put her party planner hat back on and is set to host one of the biggest events of the year in Senoia. When old friends get
involved, it has the feel of the good old days. Until a dead body shows up. Felicity will have to tap into all of her previous
sleuthing experience to bring down the killer this time. Can she solve the death downtown or will there be more victims
while the guilty party gets away? A Final Fatality – Felicity Overton has put numerous criminals behind bars…and planned
a few bang up parties in the process. When one of her deadliest mysteries is resurrected, it might prove to be too much
for her to handle. Can she face down a personal tragedy and find another killer before it is too late?
From the author of the Chronicles of Brother Cadfael, the first three mysteries in the Edgar Award–winning series about
an English policeman and his son. In the English village of Comerford, just on the border of Wales, it’s Det. Sgt. George
Felse’s duty to keep the peace—and keep his fourteen-year-old son, Dominic, out of harm’s way . . . Fallen into the Pit:
The shadow of World War II still looms over the village of Comerford. Dominic finds the body of a German ex-prisoner of
war and develops a dangerous interest in solving the case. “Hypnotically good.” —Boston Sunday Globe Death and the
Joyful Woman: Dominic falls in love with an heiress who stands accused of bludgeoning a millionaire beer baron to death
with a magnum of champagne. “Felse . . .is a fully-dimensioned character who plumbs the experiences of his personal
life to understand his case.” —Publishers Weekly Flight of a Witch: Felse handles a strange case involving the
disappearance of a local beauty, a fatal robbery, and witchcraft. “A tension-laden, consistently intriguing puzzle.” —Kirkus
Reviews
Twelve-year-old Rafe Ryder's year couldn't get worse. His parents have shipped him off to live with his grandmother and
he doesn't know if he'll ever see his sick father again. Arriving in Maine, Rafe plots his immediate return to England, but
the possibility of a homecoming slips further from his grasp when an adventure in a corn maze at his new school goes
wrong, and he and twelve of his schoolmates are mysteriously transported to Mystfira--a realm of angels, leprechauns,
gargoyles and fairies--and home to an elite angelic training school. Forced to co-exist with student angels and
surrounded by more danger than he ever could have imagined, Rafe searches for a way home only to stumble upon a
scheme to destroy the heavens. Can he find a way to save himself and his friends or will they be lost to the shadowy
Vexxon forever?
An ordinary murder leads to a perfectly magical mystery. A paranormal cozy mystery from #1 Best Selling Author Susan
Harper Monica Montoya is the new owner of the Back Room Bookstore, an ordinary bookstore with a back door to the
supernatural realm. When a man is killed at a party, her plan to live a normal life is turned upside down. With the help of
a little magic, she seeks to bring the killer to justice. Can Monica keep her secret and protect her friends, both mortal and
supernatural? Books and Brews is part of the Back Room Bookstore Cozy Mystery series. If you like fun paranormal
mysteries, you will love Monica and her friends, both human and supernatural. Get Books and Brews and start solving
your next paranormal mystery today! Always FREE on Kindle Unlimited
Describes the fire that destroyed Atlanta's Winecoff Hotel, resulting in considerable loss of life
New meaning to the phrase "Break a Leg" A paranormal cozy mystery from #1 Best Selling Author Susan Harper Monica attempts to
integrate into her new community by taking in a play. When another murder interrupts her, she's hot on the trail of another killer. Will her
sleuthing skills, and a little bit of magic, be enough to bring a killer to justice? A Staged Murder is part of the Back Room Bookstore Cozy
Mystery series. If you like fun paranormal mysteries, you will love Monica and her friends, both human and supernatural. Get A Staged
Murder and start solving your next supernatural mystery today! Always FREE on Kindle Unlimited
Some deals can’t be broken. According to the family curse, Tessa has until her next birthday to select her future husband. However,
choosing would mean his premature death. Unwilling to condemn any man to that fate, Tessa searches for an explanation behind the curse
and the rules that dictate her life. What she learns is more terrifying than she could have imagined. A demon brokered a deal with her
ancestor in exchange for a companion, and he's come to collect. Tessa has a choice to make. Pay the debt or condemn a man to death. Her
time to decide is running out, and as she’s learned, breaking the family rules always has consequences.
"Setup in Savannah" is Book 7 in the Made in Savannah Cozy Mysteries SeriesBONUS: RECIPE INCLUDED! When Mercedes is setup for a
murder she didn't commit, she and her family must track down the real killer before their mafia past is
exposed.--------------------------------------------------------Carlita Garlucci is thrilled that her daughter-in-law and grandchildren have arrived in
Savannah for their first visit. She secretly hopes that they will fall in love with the area and decide to move to the beautiful city, bringing her
that much closer to fulfilling her late husband's dying wish.The family is on their way and Carlita is anxiously awaiting their arrival when she
receives an urgent phone call from her daughter, Mercedes, who is in the riverfront district, where she was planning to meet another author to
discuss a cold case murder.When Mercedes arrives at the meeting place, she finds the author's body lying on the ground. As investigators
begin to delve into the man's death, they begin uncovering clues, and they're pointing right at Mercedes.Mercedes, her family and friends
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begin an investigation of their own and quickly realize someone close to Mercedes has set her up. Can they track down the killer before the
cops delve into the Garlucci family history, putting all of them at risk?
Pirates in Peril" is Book 10 in the Made in Savannah Cozy Mysteries Series BONUS: RECIPE INCLUDED! Carlita Garlucci has her hands full
preparing for the opening of her dream restaurant, which is just days away and a new tenant is moving into her apartment building. There's
only one problem...Mercedes, Carlita's daughter, can't stand him. As if she weren't already busy enough, Carlita's friends have asked her to
partner with them in a new business venture. Despite her reservations, Carlita agrees to join them, but quickly regrets it when their main
competitor is attacked and left for dead. All of the clues point to her friend and now business partner, Pirate Pete, and Carlita realizes it's too
late to back out - she's already given him a large chunk of money to invest. Determined to prove Pete is innocent and to keep their
investment from sinking, Carlita and Mercedes dive into their own investigation, only to discover someone is lying and willing to put lives in
peril to boot.
A How-To Guide to Accessing Your True Self and Living Abundantly A book based on the teachings of Jesus and Buddha. Learn how to
create an abundant life by focusing your attention on your connection with the vibrant presence of the divine within. From the bestselling
author of Writing Down Your Soul. Lotus and the Lily offers a new 30-day program for accessing your true creativity, breakthrough thinking,
and divine guidance. Janet Conner continues her unique method of deep soul writing by showing readers how to exit their conscious minds,
get in touch with their authentic selves, and activate the voice of wisdom within. For those seeking the riches that lie beyond the popular
explanation of the Law of Attraction, Lotus and the Lily cracks the abundance code by linking the wisdom of the inner voice with the surprising
parallel teachings of Jesus and Buddha. In a profound yet simple program, Conner sheds radical new light on how to: Awaken your inner
shaman Discover the power of naming your past and your future Experience the generative power of your own voice Each day is reflective of
you. Lotus and the Lily is a book with an array of prompts for reading, reflection, writing, exploring, and nourishing one's soul. Each week
Janet Conner takes you through a program of rich exploration and redirects you from asking for things, to creating the receptive conditions
that nourish a bountiful life. If you learned from books like The Gifts of Imperfection, The Untethered Soul, or The Power of Now, then you’ll
want to read Lotus and the Lily.
Three Cozy Mysteries from #1 Bestselling author Susan Harper Felicity turns her back on her investigative journalism degree to start a
business as a party planner. Little does she know that she will be putting her university training to use as Senoia’s newest super sleuth.
Felicity will need to use all her skills to clear innocent friends, solve unsolvable cases, and protect herself from would-be killers. This
collection of cozy mysteries includes books one through three in the Senoia Cozy Mystery series. If you like cozy mysteries with interesting
characters and unexpected turns, the Senoia Cozy Mystery series is for you. Download the Senoia Cozy Mystery Boxed Set and start solving
your next mystery (or three) today! Included Books Each book in the series is a stand-alone story, but your enjoyment of each story will be
increased if you read them all. Be sure to check them all out. Dying for a Drive – When Felicity gets her first big break as a party planner, a
murder turns the event into one that she will never forget. After the police arrest her friend, who she knows is innocent, she is forced find the
killer herself. If she doesn’t find him soon, though, she just might be the next victim. A Fatal Fall – Felicity’s party planning business is
booming after solving her first murder. When she lands her biggest job yet, she finally has a chance to enjoy the fruits of her success . . . until
a young girl falls to her death. When ex-boyfriend and police officer Jack Hudson comes to her for help, Felicity must work around the police
and solve the murder before she and her friends become the next victims. Murder in the Morgue – Felicity has become Senoia’s premier
party planner and has taken on the mission to raise funds for the new NICU at the hospital. When the haunted house theme gets an all too
real decoration, Felicity is thrust into the middle of another murder investigation. Can Felicity solve the mystery of the Murder in the Morgue?
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